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This information does not constitute tax advice, nor does it purport to be complete or to
describe the consequences that may apply to particular categories of shareholders.
Shareholders are urged to consult their own legal, financial or tax advisor with respect to
their individual tax consequences relating to this organizational action.
Part II – Line 14:
On September 24, 2021, Silver Bull Resources, Inc. (“Silver Bull”) distributed 34,547,838 shares of
Arras Minerals Corp. (“Arras”) common stock (“Arras Stock”) valued at $0.394 per share to its
shareholders. Silver Bull shareholders received one common share of Arras Stock for each share of
Silver Bull common stock held. No fractional shares were distributed nor was any cash paid in lieu of
fractional shares.
Part II – Line 15:
In general, a distribution is treated as a taxable dividend to the extent of current and accumulated
earnings and profits (“E&P”). A distribution in excess of E&P is treated as a non-taxable distribution
and reduces the adjusted basis of the stock. Silver Bull has reasonably determined that a portion of
the distribution is likely be treated as a section 301(c)(2) return of basis for U.S. federal income tax
purposes due to insufficient positive current and accumulated earnings and profits for the year ended
October 31, 2021.
Generally, the portion of a distribution on common stock that is treated as a return of basis reduces
the tax basis in the shares of the common stock up to a holder’s adjusted basis in the common stock,
with any excess treated as capital gains pursuant to section 301(c)(3). Shareholders should consult
with their tax advisers regarding their particular circumstances.
Silver Bull has determined that $0.32 of the Arras Stock received with respect to a share of Silver Bull
stock should be treated a dividend from earnings and profits (which has no effect on basis) and
$0.074 of the Arras Stock received with respect to a share of Silver Bull stock should be treated as a
return of basis (but not below zero). Accordingly, Silver Bull shareholders should reduce their
adjusted basis in each Silver Bull share by $0.074 (but not below zero).
Part II – Line 16:
The fair market value of one share of Arras Stock on September 24, 2021 was $0.394.
Part II – Line 17:
Section 301(c)(1)-(2); section 316.
Part II – Line 18:
No loss may be recognized as a result of the distribution.
Part II Line 19:
The stock basis adjustment will be taken into account in the tax year of the shareholder during which
the distribution occurred. This will be 2021 for calendar year taxpayers.
This distribution is described in full in Silver Bull’s press release, dated September 27, 2021, available
at www.silverbullresources.com.

